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$X,$ $S$ , $X$ $\theta(|\theta|<\infty)$ , $\sigma^{2}(>0)$
$N(\theta, \sigma^{2})$ , $S^{2}/\sigma^{2}$ $n$ 2 $\chi_{n}^{2}$ .
, $\theta,$ $\sigma^{2}$ . $\Delta(>0)$ ,
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ : $|\theta|\geq\Delta \mathrm{v}\mathrm{s}$ . $H_{1}$ : $|\theta|<\Delta$
$\alpha(0<\alpha<1/2)$ . , bioequivalence
, (Brown, Hwang and Munk [1]).
, Schuirmann [4] $\emptyset\iota$ . ,
$\theta=\pm\Delta$ , $\sigma^{2}$
$R_{\pm}:=\sqrt{(X\mp\Delta)^{2}+S^{2}}$
. , . $\phi$ , $\phi$ ,
Neyman , ,
$E_{(\pm\Delta,\sigma^{2})}(\phi|R_{\pm})=\alpha$ (1.1)
1 . Brown et al. [1] , , (1.1)
,
$\alpha\geq\alpha_{*}:=\int_{0}^{\pi/4}(\sin\beta)^{n-1}/B(n/2,1/2)$
$\phi_{U}$ . Munk [2] , $n=1,$ $\alpha=1/3$
$\phi u$ $\phi_{M}$ , $\sigma^{2}$ $E_{0,\sigma^{2}}(\phi_{M})>E_{0,\sigma^{2}}(\phi_{U})$
. , $\phi_{U}$ UMP
. $\alpha<\alpha_{*}$ , Munk [3], Tsuda $[5, 6]$ Brown
et al. [1] , $\phi_{A}$ .
Tsuda [6] , $\emptyset u$ $\phi_{M}$
,
, $x,$ $x’,$ $s(|x|<|x’|, s>0)$ ,
$\phi_{A}(x’, s)=1$ $\phi_{A}(x, s)=1$ (1.2)
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. , Tsuda [6] (1.2) .
2
, x-s $\mathit{0}$ , $A:=(-\Delta, 0),$ $B:=(\Delta, 0)$ .
$C_{2}$ , $C:=(0, C_{2}),$ $D:=(D_{1}, D_{2}),$ $E:=$ ($0$ , E2), $F:=(F_{1}, F_{2})$
dist(A, $C$ ) $=\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}(A, D)=\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}(\mathrm{B}, E)$ , dist $(A, E)=\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}(A, F)$
. , dist(P, $Q$ ) $P,$ $Q$ Euclid ( 1).
Brown et al. [1] , dist(O, $D$) $\geq 1$ [
$P_{-\Delta}\{\angle OAC<\eta<\angle OAD|R_{-}\}\geq P_{-\Delta}\{\angle OAE<\eta<\angle OAF|R_{-}\}$ (2.1)
1 . , $\eta:=\arctan(S/(X+\Delta))(\arctan(\infty):=$
$\pi/2)$ . Tsuda[6] $n,$ $\alpha$ $c(n, \alpha)$ $c(n, \alpha)<\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}(O, D)<$
$\Delta$ (2.1) . [
.
2.1 $n=2$ dist(O, $D$ ) $<\Delta$ , , (2.1) .
$P_{-\Delta}\{\angle OAC<\eta<\angle OAD\}$ $=$ $\frac{\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}(A,E)^{2}-\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}(A,C)^{2}}{16\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}(A,C)}$
$>$ $\frac{\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}(A,E)^{2}-\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}(A,C)^{2}}{16\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}(A,E)}$
$=$ $P_{-\Delta}\{\angle OAE<\eta<\angle OAF\}$ .
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22 $n=4$ dist(O, $D$) $<\Delta$ , , (2.1) .
$r_{1}:=\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}(A, C),$ $r_{2}:=\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}(A, D)$








$h(r_{1})$ $=$ $\frac{-9}{16r_{1}}+\frac{r_{1}}{8}>0$ ,
$h’(r_{1})$ $=$ $\frac{3}{4}-\frac{9}{16r_{1}^{2}}>0$ ,
$h”(r_{1})$ $=$ $\frac{-3}{8r_{1}^{3}}+\frac{39}{32r_{1}}-\frac{3r_{1}}{32}>0$,
$h”’(r_{1})$ $=$ $- \frac{9}{16}+\frac{45}{32r_{1}^{2}}>0$ ,





. , (2.1) .
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23 $n=1$ $n=3$ , , dist(O, $D$) $<\Delta$ , , (2.1) .
$n=1,2,3,4$ ,
$P_{-\Delta}\{\angle OAF<\eta<\angle OAD\}/P_{-\Delta}\{\angle OAC<\eta<\angle OAE\}$
. , 2.1, 22 , (2.1) .
, x-s $A_{1},$ $A_{2}$
$A_{1}:=$ $\{(x, s)|x>0, (x-\Delta)\tan(\zeta)<s<(x+\Delta)\tan(\zeta)\}$ ,
$A_{2}:=$ $\{(x, s)|x>0, -(x+\Delta)\tan(\zeta)<s<(\Delta-x)\tan(\zeta)\}$
,
$P_{-\Delta}\{(X, S)\in A_{1}\}<P_{-\Delta}\{(X, S)\in A_{2}\}$
. , Tsuda [6] (1.2) .
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